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WHAT’S HAPPENING @ PCC
Editor

Milton’s Fleet Bipe on a low flyby.

CLEAR DA PROP!
Dennis Lowry

It’s good to see our members getting the recognition they
deserve! If you haven’t read AMA’s Model Aviation this
month, check out Safety Comes First. It’s a hoot. (I agree
with the other guy from San Mateo.)

So what’s new in my world?

I watched a perfectly good flight lesson last weekend. Matt
helped a fellow, a newcomer, with a P-51 Foamie sold as
almost RTF. I’m glad Matt offered to help, because I didn’t

have experience with this particular model. He explained the
linkages, how to set them, how they control the plane, and the
basic ins and outs around the plane.

It was a pretty good walk through, and he talked through how
they would go about this maiden flight. He made this
disclaimer every instructor should know: “If I crash it, so be
it; no foul, no claim.” Or something like that. They walked
out and pitched it, and it flew just fine. As they had discussed,
Matt got it up and handed the 3-channel box over, and to my
surprise the new fellow flew it pretty darn well. My hat is off
to the amazing world of simulators. He had basically trained
himself on the simulator and did very well.

What a good lesson!

If he had not decided to do some impromptu aerobatics things
would have been perfect; but that in itself is a good lesson as
well. Stick to the game plan. Oh well, the third lesson is
build, build, and REBUILD. I do hope he repairs the airplane,
because it is a nice model. It’s also good to see energetic
young people at the field giving it their all.

OK, that’s all I’ve got this month.

I’d like to thank Brian Chan again for all his effort and
patience with the newsletter: for making it interesting,
informative, and abreast with ALL the current magazines.

If you haven’t been out in August, it’s time to go fly!

See ya out there.

Dennis
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S AFETY T IPS F ROM T HE N E W
SAFETY CHAIRMAN              Matt Abrams

Lately we have had a few people cut their hands on spinning
props. This is a fairly common occurrence in this hobby, but
it’s still easily avoidable if you take some basic precautions.

First and foremost, treat your prop with the same respect that
you treat a loaded gun. You never stand in front of the barrel
of a loaded gun; you should never stand in front of an idling
gas engine or an electric plane that is plugged in. If someone
walks in front of your armed plane, you’re responsible to ask
him to move to a safer area. Especially with electrics, people
might not know the plane is ready to go.

If you’ve been to the field in the last 6 months or so might
have also noticed that there are two tables with signs next to
them that say “electric plug in only”.  Planes should never be
plugged in the cold pit if not on one of these tables or on the
ground in the taxiway facing out toward the runway. When
plugging in your plane on one of these two tables, make sure
the plane is facing out toward the runway and away from any
people.  Following these tips will help stop armed planes
from flying off of the tables by mistake and potentially
hurting someone or something.

Here’s one more tip for you electric flyers. Most brands of
Electronic Speed Controllers (ESC’s) will not arm the motor
unless the throttle stick on your transmitter is all the way
down at the zero position.  If you move your throttle stick to
half throttle or move your throttle trim up before you plug in
your plane, you can safely move the plane without having to
worry about the prop arming.  When you move the throttle
back to zero, you will hear the arming beeps from the motor
telling you that it’s now armed and ready to go. Be careful
because some ESC’s enter their programming mode when the
throttle stick is all the way up at 100%, so its best only
position the throttle stick at half throttle or again, just use the
throttle trim tab to move your throttle up.

Ok, last tip. The number one cause of injury when getting
ready to unplug your plane after a flight is bumping the
throttle stick. This usually happens when you’re bending over
to pick it up or when you’re reaching over the plane to
remove its canopy. The best way to avoid this is to simply
take the transmitter off of your neck and set it down on the
table or on the ground while you unplug.  Make sure your
plane is facing out toward the runway when doing this.
Remember, accidents usually happen from a series of small
mistakes. If you remove even one of those small mistakes,
you can greatly reduce the change of someone getting injured.

If you need to report any safety related issues, please email
me at matt@matt-abrams.com or call me at 415-370-3323.
Thanks.

BEST BRANDS IN RC ELECTRONICS
By Matt Abrams

At the field I am always getting people coming up to me
asking which products and which companies are the best to
buy from for Electric RC. There are 100’s of companies
making reliable electric RC equipment, but there are a few
that stand out from the rest because of their higher
performance, reliability and great customer service. Between
flying these products and doing a lot of reading on sites like
RCgroups and Flying Giants, I created this list below to help
others make wise choices when buying RC products.

Brushless Motors
Best

Scorpion -Best power and are generally built light and
strong.  But no bolt-on prop adaptors until giant scale sizes.
Some people have had issues with the bearings on the larger
motors.

Hacker  -Very reliable, great performance and good
customer service.

Motrolfly - A newer company with reliable motors, solid
performance and decent prices.

Torque - 2816 and smaller sized motors are some of the
best you can buy. They have had issues with the larger
motors.

AXI - Great for sport and war birds, don’t offer a lot of kv
selections for 3D. Also expensive. (Good warranty service,
Hobby Lobby will replace the whole motor but don’t have
replacement parts. ±—bc)

NeuMotor - Most expensive, highest performing inrunner
brushless motors. They can be bought with gearboxes to run
larger props. Because they only do small production runs,
you sometimes have to wait a month or two to get your
motor.

Good
E-Flight – Very reliable, but not the most efficient or
powerful.

Himax – Same as E-flight, even made in the same factory
with the same parts. Extremely slow customer service (took
7 months to get a motor bearing replaced).

Rimfire  – Good motors from great planes. They are
expanding the sizes they offer.

Electronic Speed Controllers (ESC’s)
Best

Castle Creations - great customer service, firmware
updates solves problems, highly customizable and available
at most hobby stores. They have sizes that fit almost all
sized planes, from 6A to 200A.
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Good
Hacker – Don’t think it has upgradeable firmware, but good

customer service from Aeromodel, the distributor, good out
of the box performance and has a nice feature set.

Airboss -The Airboss 45 and 80A esc’s were staples for
smaller 3D airplanes for years. The 90A esc had issues.

Scorpion - Recently had problems with the large 120A esc,
but the smaller ones have been good. No firmware upgrade.

Align - Been used for heli’s for a while, but also work well
in planes.

Turnigy- Plush models only. Not as precise as other
brands, but still reliable and about a quarter of the cost.

Servos
Best

Hitec – Along with Futaba, the most reliable servos you
can get and the largest variety of sizes. The new High
Voltage (7.4v) servos, titanium gear servos, and the
magnetic Digital Encoders means they are on the cutting
edge of servo technology.  Customer service is slow, but
reliable.

Futaba – Very reliable servos with a large selection of
sizes. A little behind Hitec and JR as far as new servo
technology, but their servos are still some of the best.

JR – High performance and reliable. But tend to be more
expensive than Futaba and Hitec; and not necessarily better.

Good

Align – good performance, little bit cheaper than the high
end competition, limited sizes designed around heli’s. Made
by Savox.

HXT 500 and 900 – I am listing these servos from Hobby
King simply because they are $3.50 and work very well for
small park flyers. The HXT 900 is comparable to the  Hitec
HS-55’s, but is stronger, more reliable and $3.50!

Lipo Batteries
Best

Hyperion  – Best power output, offer high C rating
discharge and are the only battery rated for 5C charge rates.
If your charger is powerful enough, these batteries can
safely charge in 1/5th the time it takes to charge an older
pack at 1C.

Rhino – Most reliable battery I have flown from Hobby
King. Still 1/3 the price of  Thunderpower or Hyperion.

Outrage – The heli guys love these packs for their high
power output and long life. They are just slightly cheaper
then Hyperion and Thunder Power and also have a decent
warranty. Their new NRG packs are similar to the Hyperion
and also offer a 5C charge rate.

(NeuEnergy also have Lipo batteries. bc)

Good
Thunder Power – They offer the best battery warranty,
good customer service. Can be bought at most hobby stores.
But the prices are much higher than the packs from Hong
Kong. They also offer the lightest lipos on the market in the
prolite series.

FlightPower – Similar quality to ThunderPower, but

Flightmax – Better quality then Turnigy, but not quite as
powerful at Rhino. But good all around packs from
Hobbyking.

Blue Lipo – Similar to the Flightmax and Turnigy in
performance, but just a little more expensive. From
Hobbypartz in Hong Kong.

Turnigy (have had some puffing issues on larger packs
lately, small packs are fine. These are usually the cheapest
packs at Hobbyking)

Polyquest – Used to be one of the best batteries in the
industry, but poor performance a few years back hurt their
sales. The newer packs are supposedly better.

Battery Chargers (only buy battery chargers with
BUILT IN BALANCERS)
Best

FMA Cellpro – The safest chargers ever made. The
CellproMulti 4 (4s max) and the Cellpro 10s (6s or two 5s
packs) are the best selling chargers. The new Powerlab 8 is
one of the first 1000watt hobby chargers that will allow you
to actually charge up to 30A for large high C charge rated
packs like Hyperion . It does require a 24v power supply to
reach 1000 watts.  The only downside to the Cellpro
chargers is that you have to buy balancing adaptors
separately for your brand of lipo.

Hyperion – Powerful chargers with tons of features. The
615i Duo 3 actually has two separate balancing chargers
built into once case allowing you to charge two 6s 6000 or
smaller packs at the same time.  The 720i is a more
powerful charger, but can only charge up to 1 7s pack at a
time. They come with balancing adaptors for most Chinese
made packs. You can buy separate adaptors for
Thunderpower or polyquest packs.

iCharger – They also offer a 1000watt charger in the
3010B. The 106B (250watts) and 208B (350watts) chargers
are more powerful than most chargers in their same price
range. They are also very well built.

Bantam – You have to be careful because there are a lot of
Bantam knock offs on the market that are not nearly as
good as the real thing. One advantage to some of the
Bantam chargers is that they are AC and 12v DC. They can
output more watts when used in DC mode. The BC-6 is a
good smaller charger and the BC8HP and CF8DX are for
larger packs. They also come with balancers for the Chinese
packs.
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Good
Thunder Power – The 610C is the only charger they make
worth looking at right now. It’s not cheap at $130 and is
only 60 watts (I think). It can charge a small 6s pack or
larger 4s pack. But it does come with a nice battery
balancer that fits both Thunder Power and the Chinese
packs.

UPCOMING EVENTS
August
18 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room
21 Pattern Contest, SCCMAS, Santa Clara
21 Los Banos Aerotow, SBSS, Los Banos
21-22 All Scale Fun Fly, Salinas Area Modelers, Chualar
28 Summer Sizzle Fun Fly, Livermore Flying Electrons,

Livermore
September
4 Tomcat’s Electric fly-in, SCCMAS, Santa Clara
6 Labor Day.
15 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room
18 Los Banos Aerotow, SBSS, Los Banos
17-19 Fresno Jet Rally, Fresno Radio Modelers, Fresno
October
8-10 Jet Fly, Woodland-Davis Aeromodelers, Woodland
20 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room

MATT’S VIDEO
Matt put a video camera on his plane and proceeded to fly his
low level hover routine. He posted the video on Youtube.

Check out Matt’s video at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axMvuedmnL0

The camera Matt uses is a GoPro HERO camera.  Information
on the camera:  http://www.goprocamera.com/products

FIRST PCC CAPTION CONTEST
Submit your caption to me via email to win a free 12 months
subscription of this wonderful newsletter.

*************************************************

L A N D I N G S : TO U C H -A N D -G O OR
BOUNCE-AND-GO?

By Glynn Mount, from the Cam Journal,
Central Arizona Modelers, Inc.

“Touch-and-go” is a great way to practice landings. It’s a sure
way to rapidly improve your technique. Even the best of us,
however, will bring one down a little too hard once in a
while, and the inevitable result will be a bounce.

The size of said bounce will be in direct proportion to how
enthusiastically your airplane meets the runway. If
unattended, of course, the first bounce will be followed by a
second, and if the second bounce doesn’t break your
propeller, you might be lucky enough to dribble to a stop
before running off of the runway.

This type of landing often will bring an enthusiastic response
from the critics sitting on the sidelines.
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There are however, a couple of ways you could recover from
a bad bounce and keep your dignity intact. One is to maintain
“full back pressure” on the stick (i.e. full up elevator) in the
hopes that there is enough flying speed to cushion the second
bounce. If the bounce is more of a high-speed skip, this
method works well.

The second method is to immediately apply power and return
to level flight.

I’ve tried both methods, and a “bounce-and-go” with quick
application of power will usually result in a more positive
recovery from a bad bounce. If performed with finesse, you
might even make it look as though you did it on purpose.

The best landing procedure is to hold the aircraft off the deck
a foot high with idle power and try “not to land.” The airplane
will slow and “sink in” in spite of you, giving you a smooth
transition from air to ground.

SHOP PREPARATION FOR ENGINE
RUNNING

From the Society of Antique Modelers,
The Central Coast Chapter (26)

When we acquire a used
engine that flips over okay,
and generally looks and feels like it
should run, it will usually do so.
But, about half the time it
may need some tweaking
to exorcise some  l i t t l e
problem that made the
owner sell it. For this, a
good mechanic is
more helpful than a
priest. For those of us who can’t or
don’t like to run ’em at home, there are some basic things to
check out before taking it to the field running session, and
maybe being disappointed.

Checkout amounts to more than seeing if an engine props
over okay and a glow plug lights. If the engine is stiff or
frozen up you’ll need to loosen it first thing. A glow engine
was no doubt run on glow fuel, but if it’s a sparker, it might
have been run either on gas and oil or glow fuel. A glow plug
in the head and a missing timer is a pretty good clue. A
further test is to use a little of each fuel on a rag to wipe away
some of the goo. The fuel last used will dissolve any residue
the easiest. So, as a minimum pull the plug and flush things
out with a fuel or solvent of the same base as the fuel last
used. It may require soaking. A frozen engine can usually be
loosened with a propeller installed and a heat gun applied.
How much pressure you can put on the propeller without

breaking anything is a matter of experience. (If something
breaks, you used too much pressure.)

If the engine has ball bearings they need to be checked more
carefully once things have been basically loosened up. With
no propeller installed, rock the crank back and forth with the
piston down below the exhaust opening. Carefully feel and
listen for any bearing roughness. More soaking, or even
disassembly may be needed. That’s because congealed oil
and/or even rust may be present. Congealed oil can make
bearings skid in their races on startup and scuff the races or
flat spot the balls. Sort of like losing your skateboard halfway
down the steel handrail. Rust can be even worse, because it’s
abrasive and can grind up everything inside. Rust has to come
out and new bearings may be needed. Fortunately, an old
sparker that was last run on gas and oil is much less likely to
have internal rust, or even bearings.

Most used engines are usually in really bad condition.
Probably the most common reason an older engine won’t start
right away is poor or no fuel flow. Put a foot-long piece of
fuel tubing on the spray bar, blow through it and listen. You
should be able to close the needle so that no hiss is present,
then open it and hear the progressive hiss of flowing air. If
not, use fuel to flush things out with the needle both in and all
the way out. Check alignment of the spray bar. Best position
for the outlet orifice is at right angles to the venturi’s air
stream or slightly downstream of that position. If you look
into the intake and can’t see the orifice looking back at you,
you’re probably okay.

Select the propeller you’re going to use, install it, and flip the
engine over to make sure the hole size is correct and the
propeller nut and washer clamp down all the way.

Points on a sparker often have congealed oil, a misadjusted
gap, or other problems. Check that points work by simply
installing a continuity light or Ohmmeter between ground and
insulated point. Slowly rotate the propeller and see that the
light or meter kicks on for almost half the revolution. Check
and set the timer advance at this time. Rotate the piston to top
dead center by feel, or by peeping into the exhaust. Note the
propeller position, and rotate it backward, and watch for the
light or meter to kick on at about 20° before top dead center
for easy hand starting.

Make sure you have a clean tank and filtered fuel. And if you
have an external tank, or at least an external fuel line, using
an inline fuel filter will eliminate a lot of potential problems.
Check all screws for snugness to be sure someone didn’t
leave something loose at some time.

For hand starting, a heavy leather glove is a good idea. An
out-of-time, or leaking crankcase on an Ohlsson using
gasoline can bang your fingers as unmercifully as anything
you’ll ever encounter.

Follow these steps as a minimum and you’ve just improved
your odds of getting things running during the first attempt.
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Jake’s other hobby. (Where is your helmet, Jake?)

Jake’s Mosquito landing with one engine running.

Phil repairing a FOAM airplane for Eric.

Do you see a problem here?

Larry with his Surfer dude on the surf board.

And it flies!
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Mike with his Ultimat.

Phil’s helicopter.

Who really wants to be in the picture?

Maurice’s Marathon from Nitroplanes.

Mike’s Skyray from Hobby Lobby.

One reason Matt needs metal geared servos.
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, August 18th, 2010, 7:30 p.m.


